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Disney+ is the dedicated streaming home for TV series and movies from Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, 
National Geographic and Star, including exclusive Disney+ and Star Originals.

This newsletter provides regular updates on upcoming Disney+ and Star Originals, brand-new episodes, 
and the latest blockbuster movies joining the service in the UK.

July
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Did you know...

All ten seasons of fan-favourite The Walking Dead are coming to Star on Disney+ from 
2nd July, ahead of the eleventh and final season debuting on the platform in August!

All new, all summer: from Monsters At Work to The Golden Girls, The Walking Dead to 
War of the Worlds Season 2, plus the new season of American Dad!, Disney+ is the place 
to be this July to discover all the most exciting movies and TV shows!

You can download unlimited series and movies on up to ten devices to watch en route 
to your summer staycations, to enjoy when you’re not connected to the internet.

Are your Parental Controls updated?
You can now tailor each Disney+ profile and apply different 
content controls for each user, alongside the Profile PIN and  
Kid Proof Exit features. 

As a main account holder, you can select a bespoke content rating 
for each profile: 6+, 9+, 12+, 14+, 16+ or 18+. Once a content 
rating is applied, content made available within each specific profile 
via the home page and via the search functionality will be relevant  
for the content rating set. 

And remember, if no content rating is set, the default rating 
will be 14+ per profile.

What’s new on Disney+

Monsters At Work takes place the day after the Monsters, Incorporated power plant started harvesting the laughter of children to fuel the city of 
Monstropolis, thanks to Mike and Sulley’s discovery that laughter generates ten times more energy than screams. It follows the story of Tylor 
Tuskmon, an eager young monster who graduated top of his class at Monsters University and always dreamed of becoming a Scarer until he 

lands a job at Monsters, Incorporated, and discovers that scaring is out and laughter is in. After Tylor is temporarily reassigned to the Monsters, 
Inc. Facilities Team (MIFT), he must work alongside a misfit bunch of mechanics while setting his sights on becoming a Jokester.

Sulley and Mike are off to work

Monsters At Work – Disney+ Original

Stream from 7th July - exclusively on Disney+
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In Marvel Studios’ action-packed spy thriller Black Widow, Natasha Romanoff aka Black Widow confronts the darker parts of her ledger 
when a dangerous conspiracy with ties to her past arises. Pursued by a force that will stop at nothing to bring her down, Natasha must 

deal with her history as a spy and the broken relationships left in her wake long before she became an Avenger. 
Black Widow will be the first film in Phase Four of the Marvel Cinematic Universe.

Blockbuster movies on Disney+ this summer

Available with Premier Access on Disney+ and in cinemas from 9th July

[+] STILLS

Join fan favourites Dwayne Johnson and Emily Blunt for the adventure of a lifetime on Disney’s Jungle Cruise, a rollicking thrill-ride down  
the Amazon with wisecracking skipper Frank Wolff and intrepid researcher Dr. Lily Houghton.

Peek beyond the magic of Disney Parks to discover what’s Behind the Attraction! From Executive Producers Dwayne Johnson, Dany Garcia 
and Brian Volk-Weiss, explore how Imagineers filled the Haunted Mansion with 999 happy haunts, how the Twilight Zone Tower of Terror™ 

transformed into Guardians of the Galaxy – Mission: BREAKOUT! (while defying gravity in the process) and why Space Mountain took so long to 
launch. From the 1950s to today, from Jungle Cruise to “it’s a small world” to Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge, Disney Parks attractions have amazed 

millions. And this is the story of how they did it.

Jungle Cruise

Behind the Attraction – Disney+ Original

Black Widow

More exciting Disney content landing this July

Meet Spidey and his Amazing Friends (shorts) Turner &  Hooch – Disney+ Original

Chip ‘n’ Dale: Park Life – Disney+ Original

Stream from 21st July - exclusively on Disney+ Stream from 21st July - exclusively on Disney+

Stream from 28th July - exclusively on Disney+

Peter Parker, Gwen Stacy and Miles Morales team up to become 
Team Spidey and embark on heroic adventures to protect their 

community and save the day in this series of animated shorts that 
introduce preschoolers and their families to the world and characters 

of Meet Spidey and his Amazing Friends. 

When an ambitious, buttoned-up US Marshal inherits a big unruly 
dog, he soon realizes the dog he didn’t want may be the partner 

he needs. Turner & Hooch stars Josh Peck as Scott Turner,  
son of Detective Scott Turner portrayed by Tom Hanks 

in the 1989 film of the same name.

Two tiny troublemakers have huge adventures while trying to live 
the good life in a big city park. Nervous worrier Chip and laid-back 
dreamer Dale make the perfect odd couple: they’re best buddies 

and they drive each other nuts. In their perpetual pursuit of acorns, 
these ultimate underdogs are joined by Pluto, Butch and other iconic 

Disney characters as they face down bullies great and small.

Available with Premier Access on Disney+ and in cinemas from 30th July

Stream all episodes from 21st July exclusively on Disney+
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Race to the Center of the Earth – Disney+ Original

Stream from 14th July - exclusively on Disney+

This reality show follows four teams located in different parts of the 
world as they face a rigorous journey to be the first to reach the 

centre of the planet found in the middle of an ocean.

Disney+ is bringing viewers all the chum they can chew with a fin-tastic selection of shark content this July. Beginning with a shiver 
of shark titles landing on the 16th July, followed by Disney+ Original Movie Playing with Sharks and When Sharks Attack Season 6 

streaming from 23rd July, there is plenty for viewers to dive into!

Disney+ recently confirmed that over 20 titles will premiere exclusively as Star Originals in the UK & Ireland including Pam & Tommy,  
Welcome to Wrexham, Dopesick, Only Murders in the Building and Fleishman is in Trouble. Additionally, The Kardashian Jenner 

upcoming series will stream exclusively on Star on Disney+ with an expected debut later this year.

Dive into Sharkfest with National Geographic

Streaming throughout July on Disney+

What’s new on Star on Disney+

Disney+ confirms even more new and exclusive titles coming to Star in 2021/22

TV highlights coming to Star on Disney+ this month include:

All ten seasons of action-packed drama The Walking Dead arrive on Star on Disney+ this month. It follows a group of survivors, led by former 
police officer Rick Grimes (Andrew Lincoln), struggling to survive after a zombie apocalypse. As the world overrun by the dead takes its toll, their 

interpersonal conflicts present a greater danger to their survival than the walkers that roam the country, in this fan-favourite series.

The Walkers are coming

Set in contemporary France and Britain, this Anglo-French reimagining of H. G. Wells’ classic follows pockets of survivors forced to team up after 
an apocalyptic extra-terrestrial strike all but wipes out mankind. Starring Daisy Edgar-Jones, Gabriel Byrne and Elizabeth McGovern.

What do the aliens want?

The Walking Dead

War of the Worlds Season 2

Stream Seasons 1-10 from 2nd July 

The Golden Girls American Dad!
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Movie highlights coming to Star on Disney+ this month include:

From Onyx Collective and Searchlight Pictures, the filmmaking debut from musician Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson documents 
the Harlem Cultural Festival which took place in the summer of 1969, when thousands of people came together over 

the course of six weeks to celebrate Black history, culture, music and fashion.
Announced this spring, Onyx Collective is a new content brand from Disney General Entertainment designed to curate a slate 

of premium entertainment by creators of colour and underrepresented voices. Summer of Soul (...or, When the Revolution 
Could Not be Televised), is the first official project under the Onyx Collective brand.

Looking back on a soulful summer

Summer of Soul (...or, When the Revolution Could Not be Televised)

Available in cinemas on 16th July and to stream exclusively on Disney+ from 30th July

Stream Seasons 1-7 from 2nd July - exclusively on Disney+ Stream Season 17 from 7th July - exclusively on Disney+

Stream Season 2 from 16th July - exclusively on Disney+
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